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The Pacifican
Panic on the 2nd Floor:
Online
STRIKES
underage drinking, priva
cy laws, Grace Covell Hall BACK
By Erin Birmingham

ByMartel Gibson

His first legit attempt
at newspapering
Tiger student are
once again pitted
against Pacific's Ad
ministration, this time
fighting for the cher
ished Right to Privacy.
Last week, over
forty students living
in Grace Covell came
back from break with a
surprising letter await
ing notifying them of
their involvement in
violating the Univer
sity Student Conduct
Code on December 17,
2005. The charges var
ied, but most students
were tagged with Un
derage Possession and Con
sumption of Alcohol in their
dorm rooms.
Strangely, however, none
of the students were there,
but instead, had left to enjoy
winter break. During the
first days of break, the Area
Coordinator, Nikki, allegedly
performed safety checks of
various rooms in Grace, and
wrote up students where vio
lations were found.
Justin Thomas, a Tiger liv
ing in Grace who was cited
for possession of alcohol,
shares the concerns of many
of these Pacific students. "I
think it's just an invasion of
privacy. My stuff was in the
freezer, meaning they had to
open up the fridge just to see
if anything was there."
Justin's roommate, Bryan
Schultz explains, "They told
us that they went around
Grace to check for proper
checkout. They saw alcohol
and other stuff in plain sight

fican's site, to his dismay,
had not been updated in
two years. But now, thanks
to him, if you read an article
and you want to share it, all
you have to do is send the
link to a friend and they can
instantly access any article,
whether it is News, Perspec
tives, Lifestyles or Sports.
Each section of the paper
has its own sub-domain, for
example, sports.thepacifican
online.com.
The site also has a
newsletter system to keep
people off of campus up
to date with campus life.
The newsletter system will
benefit parents, aiumni, and
anyone who cannot make it
to the Stockton campus to
pick up a hard copy of any
issue. Old issues will be ac
cessible on the site through
the archival pages. You can
also download the entire
front page to your desktop,
and, just like the weekly
Continued on page 3

News Editor
It's a New Year and with it
comes a new face for The Paci
fican. Thanks to Nick Hansen,
Junior Communications ma
jor from Danville, California
The Pacifican has found a new
home on www.ThePacicanOn
line.com. The former domain,
ThePacifican.com has been
sold but that is old hews and
unimportant because the new
domain hosts a variety of new
and improved features.
The new site has an entirely new style, ditching the
old yellow color scheme it
now follows the official or
ange and black Pacific color
scheme. The site now has
school spirit and a collection
of new components to benefit
our campus.
Photograph By Dan Cammarano
so they wrote us up. Our al
Nick Hansen originally got
cohol wasn't in plain sight. and I do, but they are free
the
idea to re-do the site when
I understand they're do from interference from gov
he
wanted
to send a letter he
ing their job, but it's kinda ernment action."
wrote in The Pacifican to a
messed up."
Continue on page 3
friend. He had no easy way of
Amongst the residents
doing this because The Pacithere are serious questions
about the validity of search
es of dorm rooms, affirming
there constitutional right to
privacy.
But were the Actions
Taken by Administration
Legal?
...is the question on many
of the alleged violators'
minds who are proclaiming
that the room entries were
direct violations of their
right to privacy. However,
as the director of Judicial
Affairs, Kerry Kruegercent flyers bedazzling your Or maybe you've actually
Devine, explains, there are By Jovte Huh
eager
eyes? Or have you ever witnessed a small group of
limits to where these rights Cuest Writer
dropped
by the Summit for a students in action as they
apply. "The Constitution
Have you ever walked snack on a random Tuesday stomped around campus
applies to federal actors and down the little steps that
state actors. I think that's lead toward the McCaffrey night (say, the second Tues- with homemade signs on
confusing to people, myself Center only to notice a mas day of the month) only to the night of California's speincluded, because I think I sive peace sign of fluores find a movie blasting away
behind the espresso machine?
Continued on page
have constitutional rights,

The Peace and
Justice Coalitioni
Simply Warmin;
Up!

a

i
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Grace from page 2

dents neglected to read the
On the other hand, private newsletters and attend the
'actors' have much more lati floor meetings.
Kerry
Krueger-Devine
tude and do not necessarily
comments,
"If a student
have to uphold constitutional
gets
a
letter
from the IRS,
rights at the level of govern
and
you
choose
not to open
ment. The right to privacy
it,
it
doesn't
mean
you're
and other rights can also be
not
responsible
for
it. So
curtailed, but University of
if
a
student
gets
notifica
the Pacific does explicitly
state the rights of students tion that health and safety
in the General Catalogue and inspections are going to
occur, if you don't read it
Tiger Lore.
"For my area, Judicial or the Tiger Lore, it doesn't
Affairs, we don't need to mean that either won't ap
provide notice and opportu ply to you."
Thus, the University
nity to be heard for judicial
claims
that because of the
hearings. We could just make
housing
contract, the ne
those decisions on our own.
cessity
of
inspections for
But we promise students no
safety,
and
the
ample noti
tice and opportunity, and we
fication
of
such
inspections,
provide that in writing."
Tigers' rights to privacy the actions taken place and
in terms of being free from the consequential write-ups
unreasonable searches and were well within the rights
intrusions is, to a certain of the Housing Staff.
Yet according to a former
extent, upheld by the Uni
RA
in Grace who wishes to
versity both in the Tiger Lore,
remain
anonymous, these
pages 15 and 16, and in the
2005-2006 Student Housing inspections rarely resulted
Contract under section 9. in any documentation, let
However, that same section alone write ups. "We didn't
also allows university au document. I don't see how
thorities to enter dorm rooms it's fly for housing to enter
under certain circumstances. rooms, go through students
refrigerators and other
It reads as follows;
"The university, however, things to find violations and
reserves the right to enter then write them up. That's
any area to inspect the prem exactly what happened to
ises by designated personnel my buddy."
Housing contends that
for purposes of manage
ment, heath and safety stan inspections into personal
belongs did not take place.
dards..."
The Director of Housing, The Area Coordinator and
Steve Jacobson, explains the RA's who did the inspec
reason for the section 9. "One tions declined to comment.
Judicial Nights; the end
of the important reasons why
of
the Story is Near
this
is
because
of
the
we do
This week the alleged Ti
Grace fire. Fortunately no
one was injured, but that's ger violators had hearings
why we have to do this. in Grace Covell over the
This past winter break, after allegations. The hearings
students had left, we found were in house, between the
a lit candle and that's very area coordinator and the al
scary for all of us. We don't leged violators. According
go into rooms to randomly to those who attended the
pick people; we do it to make hearings, no punishments
sure the building is safe and were yet handed out.
secure. "
The punch line to this
whole
story, as Justin puts
For the Health and Safety
it,
"They
left all the alcohol
inspections in questions, the
in
here
and
they tell us to
Housing Staff also sent out
get
rid
of
it.
There's
only re
notification about the inspec
do
that."
tions to be carried out in the ally one way to
form of newsletters and floor
meetings, though many stu

REPORTED BY PUBLIC
SAFETY
WEEKLY REPORT
Januaryl5 to 21,2006
1 * D I S T U R BANCE GRACE
COV!LL 011606
Officers dispatched to
Grace Covell regarding a
disturbance and located a
subject under 21 in posses
sion of alcohol.
2*SUSPICIOUS
PER
SON SCHOOL OF PHAR
MACY 011706
Officers dispatched to
one of the classrooms when
someone observed a subject
wandering through one of
the classrooms. Area was
clear when the officer ar
rived.
3*BURGLARY LONG'S
HEATER 011706
Responsibles
entered
.ong's Theater over the
weekend and removed
sound equipment and tools.
4*THEFT BROOKSIDE
HALL LOT 011806
Victim reports that some
one entered her unlocked
vehicle and removed sev
eral CD's and her "B" park
ing permit.
5*ARREST ROBINHOOD
AND
PACIFC 011806
Officers learned that a
student who had their drum
set stolen from the Conser

vatory last week located
the set at a music store on
Robinhood. Officers inter
viewed the owner of the
music store and learned
a subject had pawned the
instrument earlier in the
week. He also said the sus
pect would be returning
with more goods. The store
owner was asked to call
Public Safety if he returned.
He called and stated three
subjects had arrived with
some sound equipment.
Stockton PD was notified
and University Police re
sponded and detained the
subjects for Stockton. Fol
low up by detectives located
most of the property taken
from the Conservatory and
from Longs' Theater.
6*AUTO
BURGLARY R U D K I N
WAY 011806
Victim reports he left his
vehicle unattended for 20
minutes around 11:00 PM.
When he returned he dis
covered the rear window
was smashed out and two
tool bags were missing.
7*BURGLARY CON
SERVATORY 011906
Employee
discovered
a mini camcorder and ex

ternal microphone missin;
Items were taken betwee
12-01-05 thru 01-16-06.
8*ARREST KENSING
TON & STADIUM 012006
Officers arrested a susp
cious person for an outstand
ing $10,000 warrant.
9*AUTO
BUF
GLARY LOT #19 012006
Victim reports someor
entered his locked vehici;
and took a CD player, emer
gency roadside kit and hi:
registration. No force wa
rned to enter the locked ve
hicle.
10*CASUALTY EISELEX
HOUSE 012106
Subject fell off of a skate
board and was complaining
of shoulder pain. Subject
complained of chest pain>
also so was transported to
Dameron Hospital for treat
ment.
1 1 * D I S T U R BANCE SOUTHWEST
HALL 012106
Officers responded to a
disturbance call and located
two subjects who were in
toxicated. One was a juvenile
and the parent was contacted.
Parent took responsibility for
both subjects who released to
the parent.
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members of the
niversity of the Pacific will
tiwcase their creative use
technology on the Pacific
pus at the Annual Tech
ocy Fair on Tuesday, Feb-rv 28 from 2:30 p.m. to 4:30
jn, in Grace Covell Dining
,11
The Technology and LearnCommittee, Educational
echnology Services (ETS),
the Center for Teaching
cellence (CTE) have parti to sponsor this event
The 2006 Technology in
eaching and Learning (TTL)
-f provides a special opty for faculty, staff,
students to gather and
brate innovative uses of
-ology.
All faculty, staff and stu~ts are invited to attend,
t hors d'oeuvres and
hments will be served,
is no cost for admission
there will be door prizes.
Mike Doherty, Associate
fessor of Computer Sci, was a faculty presenter
p u u "»•- "

-

at the 2005 TTL, and he also
won the grand prize - a
laptop computer. Professor
Doherty commented about
last year's event: "Last year's
Technology Fair was a terrific
event. With the increasing
importance of technology in
teaching, and the cross-disciplinary nature of the use of
technology, it's tremendous
ly useful to have a forum to
meet faculty from across the
campus and learn how they
are incorporating technol
ogy into their courses. The
demonstrations and discus
sions introduced me to many
new and innovative uses of
technology. The opportunity
to meet other faculty was
valuable in establishing con
nections for potential collab
orations. If that's not reason
enough to attend, the door
prizes are fantastic!"
Please RSVP by February
23 at 5:00 p.m. To RSVP or
for more information, call
Jim Phillips 209.946.7471 or
e-mail jphillipsl@pacific.edu
J

.f .

The Pacifican has a new domain on the web thanks to Nick Hansen. It features every article from every
department of the paper and will be updated weekly.

Online from page1
Pacifican the weather is in
it's traditional location in the
top right hand corner. This is
up-to-date and provided by
weather.com.
Nick Hansen has years
of web design experience
and it shows. He started
building sites his sopho

more year at Monte Vista
High School. He has built
sites for a cultural mu
seum,
LEDmonthly.com,
and
most
recently
DormRoomLayouts.com.
Dorm Room Layouts is
"geared toward UOP stu
dents and about what you
can do with your room"
says Nick.
In regards to the new
site, The Pacifican's advi-

"lt is the future,
and he'd like to
see it updated
daily to keep
the student
body accessing
it often, possi
bly even more
than the actual
newspaper."

What: Inlormatlonal Meeting/Signup
Where: Comm. /Psych. Building
When: @ Bin
Date:
andag.iai.3l

sor, Dr. Ray explained to
The Pacific staff that, "it is
the future, and he'd like
to see it updated daily to
keep the student body ac
cessing it often, possibly
even more than the actual
newspaper."
The site is being critiqued

by web designers across the
country and has received
great reviews. The hardest
part of the site, according to
Nick was the layout. He de
cided on using the school's
official colors and received
additional layout advice
from Aaron Monello, a web
designer from New England
who works on a site called
crashgraffics.com. It took
Nick two months to complete
the site and he plans to stay
on as manager of the site un
til he graduates next year.
If students are interested
in helping out with ThePacificanOnline
and
getting
some valuable first-hand
web design experience they
can e-mail Nick Hansen at
n_hansen@pacific.edu.

The

staff has dreams of imple
menting new features like
videos or sound clips to go
along with the stories. For
example, a highlight from a
Pacific basketball game or a
scene from the drama depart
ments most recent play Danc
ing at Lughnasa.
Don't miss this new
site, it is a great source for
students, staff, alumni and
family all over the world.

THURSDAY
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Pacific's personalization What has Duby3
Provide as Advertised been up to latel

By Marcel Gibson
Columnist

Sit back and let us imag
ine a wonderful college off
in the netherworld, where a
students walks into the first
day of class, sits at a desk
amongst a circle of other
eager minds, awaiting the
arrival of the esteemed pro
fessor. They have no books,
no notes, nothing because
it's the first day of class and
who wants to carry all that
crap!
As the bells chime from
the university tower, the

know what you want to learn
in this class and how do you
want to do it?"
Fantasy? Not really, be
cause I've had a couple of
classes just like that, here at
wonderful UOP. Like Blue
Moons shining down on
infinite Keystones, these
esteemed classes were com
pletely tailored to the five or
so Tigers eager to explore the
depth of obscure religious
text and whatnot. To continue
the analogy, the great major
ity of classes I've taken here
at Pacific are just that, Key
stones.
Yet everywhere, from the
University of the Pacific
website to the brochures; and
everyone one, from the Presi
dent to Joe-Shmoe in Admis
sions, proclaims that Pacific is
the pinnacle of personalized
learning. Just go to our home

Will your classes be delicious Blue Moons or bitter Keystones?

professor strolls in, saying page, click on the 'About Pa
hello to all while serving cific' link, and read all about
fresh, witty remarks about that, as well as the four-year
the day's happenings. The guarantee (which is worthy
prof sits to say, "Welcome to of an article all its own).
Pacific's version of a
such-and-such class. I am soand-so, and I would like to "Highly Personalized and

Individual centered educa By Benjamin Dunphv
tion," as heralded in all its S t a f f W r i t e r
brochures, is tantamount to
the personalization one re
In a twist of fate subjective
ceives at our local Jack n' the to Mr. Bush's objective career
Crack at the end of a heavy in office, a vehicle in the Pres
night. We wait in line, order idential motorcade crashed
off a menu, add 4 tacos (in after failing to slow down
my case 10), and eat. We can't with the leading vehicles in
make our own value meal, or Washington on December 4.
a special burger 'cause we Ironically, the vehicle that
have to stick to the guide crashed was the ambulance,
lines: order and eat.
which trails the motorcade
in case of an emergency. The
leading vehicles had slowed,
"In high school and the ambulance failed to
teachers knew do so, crashing into a sub
urban in front of it, causing
all of our names the
suburban to hit a support
too, yet I dare van in the motorcade. Allow

me to pause to laugh h
cally. The motorca de (
ued and did riot slow
for the out-of-service
lance. Now, foliovv in
incident, had the pn
been exposed to serf or
ger-such as a p ret2
EMTs would not Havi
there to save him.
In other news, a
speech by Mr. Bush >a
his tax cuts have help
economy through
troubled times, savin
benefit the hard-w
American and the sma
See DUBYA page

anyone to call
their high school
education
personalized
learning."

That's exactly Pacific. Pick
and choose your classes, but
you still have all these rules.
You have to have certain
GE's from certain fields, a
minimum amount of classes,
and everything else. Sit down
in class; you're just another
sheep about to "baaaaaah"
your way through boring
homework, lectures, and
whatever fun creative junk
the professor-shepard can
think of. In most cases, I
doubt anyone has any say,
but the teacher knows your
name so you're not just a
number...great.
Admissions and those
orange polo-wearing freaks
love to throw out terms like,
"Pacific has a faculty to stu
dent ratio of 1:14" or "the av
erage class size is 22." But we
Tigers can now see through
their abominable treachery!
The class size thing might
be right, but unless they're

See CLASS page 5
President Bush recently met with Georgian president Saakashv
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True charity is yearlong
Makea difference, apart from the holidays
By Satinder Gill
Staff W r i t e r

I recently decided to treat
mvself with retail therapy, in
attempt to recuperate from
the LSAT. Instead of the few
expected hours of peacenil shopping and mindless
spending I had planned for,
I was greeted with loud ea
ger holiday shoppers! Along
with these shoppers came
huge strollers, screaming
kids and hopeless men drag
ging behind their girlfriends
with bags of discounted
merchandise too good to
pass up.
I had my usual plan of
attack in mind but was
interrupted by long lines,
over-enthusiastic sales clerks
and messy racks of clothing.
It's as if stores purposefully
transform their merchandise
during the holidays making
it impossible to find any
thing worthwhile without
trampling over people.
Along with overcrowded
stores, comes the "winter"
music and organizations
looking for charitable donors

to help those less fortunate. or do they have a genuine
Whether it's Santa Claus jin interest in helping people?
Upon returning to Stock
gling bells for spare change
outside the entrance to the ton, I noticed a few attempts
store, or his little helpers to collect supplies for dona
collecting toys HOT under tions here on campus. While
privileged children, the holi- I think it's great that we try
to get together and gener
ously
help the less fortunate
"Surely this
during the holiday season,
many people are we also need to show civic
not donating on responsibility the remain
of the year. A once a
a consistent dai der
year donation isn't striving
ly basis or we'd for overall change. Sure, it
have far fewer brings a glimmer or sparkle
of hope during the holidays,
problems."
but it doesn't solve the larger
issues at hand.
Being at an institution of
days are an expected time of
higher
education, students
giving.
at
Pacific
should not only
I suppose it's very little to
want
to
engage
in helping
ask of the spirited shoppers,
the
community,
but
doing so
who are already spending so
should
also
be
easily
acces
much. But I have to wonder,
sible
and
manageable.
While
what about the other eleven
months of the year? Surely, I can't speak for the random
this many people are not do shoppers, I can say that our
nating on a consistent daily education should incorpo
basis or we'd have so fewer rate service learning courses
problems. So, are they donat in effort to understand civic
ing out of guilt? Is it to re responsibility and increase
ceive the small slip of paper engagement within the com
that reads "God Bless You" munity.
The simple number of
individuals at a university,
who can contribute, makes
it the ideal way to reach out
and help on a broader scale.
Many of today's leading
institutions already have
strong service learning pro
grams. The service learning
programs benefit both the
community and the students.
Best of all, the service is free.
Students are donating their
time and their service, which
in itself can make the biggest
change. However, in order to
incorporate service learning
courses, the program must
receive institutional support.
Surprisingly, Pacific claims to
lack the resources necessary
to implement a true service
learning program. However,
I find it difficult to imagine

mate Today

Knows No Seauon

See CHARITY page 6

CLASS from page 4

counting the Physical Plant
st&ff as faculty, I don't see
the 1:14 ratio reflected in the
class rooms.
The other thing that cer
tain individuals love to rave
about is how teachers know
your name here at Pacific.
That's awesome. In high

"In Pacific's de
fense, there are
certainly many
opportunities
for a Tiger to
forge his/her
own path in the
pursuit of higher
learning."
school teachers knew all of
our names too, yet I dare
anyone to call their high
school education personal
ized learning. It was more
like prison-style babysitting.
"But, Marcel, did you
know you can design major
here at Pacific?" For those
lucky few who actually
went this route, hat's off to
you. But it's not unique, as
many schools offer similar
programs where students
can design their own major.
Whether they can get a job
after they design their major,
is a different question. I'd
venture to say they have the
same chance as me, if not bet
ter, which makes me feel like
an idiot for not taking that
road less traveled.
I really feel how personal
ized my education is when I
have to meet a teacher so she
can sign a blue slip allow
ing me into her class (which
is already packed with 50
heads). That, or when I'm
standing against the wall
with a bunch of oafs, because
all the chairs are taken-these
are times when I really know
that my needs are being met
personally.
Admittedly, the class sizes
at pacific are far smaller than

most other insitutions, and
though it good be considered
a fantastic highlight, in some
respects it sucks. Because of
small class size, Tigers can't
skip class without a teacher
breathing down thier throat
and dropping their grade
because of participation and
attendance.
In Pacific's defense, there
are certainly many oppor
tunities for a Tiger to forge
his/her own path in the pur
suit of higher learning. From
Co-ops to Study Abroad Pro
grams, there's a wide range
of programs that put stu
dents in nearly full control
of their learning experience.
My personal favorite is Inde
pendent Study, which every
Tiger should try just for a
throwback to the old.
Yet I am still hard-pressed
to say these programs give
credit to Pacific's claim of
Personalized Learning, be
cause every other school
offers at least some of these
programs. It's better to
call Pacific's "personalized
learning" just "Small Class
Sizes that Professors, not
TA's, generally instruct who
always know your name."
Granted it's not as catchy but
it's probably more accurate.
You know what grinds my
gears? False Advertising. If
the damn restaurant says
'all you can eat,' then damn
it, give Albert all the crab he
wants. Similarly, if it says
Personalized Education, then
I don't want to take GE's and
instead take classes where
the teachers ask me 'what I
want from the class.'
Personalized learning at
Pacific isn't a sham, but it's
also not all it's pent up to be.
While administration works
on it, I'll take some personal
time with my socks off and a
little Jenna Jameson.
P.S. Stick it to ME or the
Man, whichever, but let your
voice be heard. Write back
or Take the poll on Pacific's
Personalized Learning at
thepacificanonline.com. It's
quick, easy, and always SU
PER-SWEET! Results Appear
next week.

PERSPECTIVES
CHARITY from page 5

a more rewarding program
than one that helps both
students and the community;
therefore resources should
not be of continued concern.
If the campus genuinely
wanted to incorporate such a
program, "resources" could

"...it's difficult to
imagine a more
rewarding pro
gram than one
that helps both
students and the
community."
have been found by now.
A service learning pro
gram could help mend the
disconnected
relationship
Pacific currently has with the
Stockton community. In a city
of over 200,000 people, very

few local vendors acknowl
edge students and even less
community members attend
athletic events or special
performances on campus;
Pacific should be aiming to
better connect with its com
munity partners. Perhaps
the community is reluctant
to engage, in supporting the
campus, because the campus
does very little to help the
community.
Through supporting a
service learning program,
Pacific would be able to help
in the community on a daily
basis. Aside from quoting
countless statistics regarding
. the benefits of service learn
ing programs, the main rea
son to incorporate a service
learning program is for the
benefits it has for the com
munity and the students.
It's wonderful to help
those less fortunate dur
ing the holiday season, but
it's even better to help year
around in attempt to mini
mize larger scaled problems.

If everyone supported at
least one cause imagine the
change that could occur.
While institutional support
for a service learning pro
gram would be expected and
ideal, it seems to be hindered
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DUBYA from page 4

ness owner. The ever critical
Democratic Party has said
that Mr. Bush's speech is a
desperate move by a weaken
"Through sup ing politician to increase his
approval ratings. Let's make
porting a
an analogy, shall we? Let's
service learning say that Mr. Bush represents
program, Pacific the entire motorcade in the
preceding paragraph. They
would be able
seem to be heading some
to help in the
where, but no one really
knows where they are head
community on a ing
besides the President (lack
daily basis."
of timetable in Iraq; false or
old intelligence to justify war;
denying the use of torture but
by other priorities. So take it rather using "harsh interroga
upon yourself to find a way tion tactics;" many politicians
to help. Whether it is help outlandishly denying being
ing at a children's hospital, the source of the leak of covert
a women's advocacy pro CIA operative Valerie Wilson,
gram, wildlife restoration whose husband undermined
or preserving artwork, find the rationale for war, EXCEPT
something intriguing and Dick Cheney—who was the
support it year around until backbone of support for the
it is self-sufficient.
Iraq war; and other forms of
denial / deception).
The speech represents
the ambulance because the
speech is, as described by the
democrats, used in this emer
gency situation to rectify the
Administration's course of
action throughout its time in

OIJ HAYF WHAT IT TAKK3T0 GIYIi
THK GllAlHJAli; AINHIHSS AT
FOMMFNUFMINT 2006?

IF so, PIFASF PICK UP AN

J

Al'PIK AHON AT MJKNSTOWKll, 11
- ^IXWlFAm JFATIONS MUST BE
; jjlMlllll) NO lATFHTHAN J
k
3, 2006,

Pretzels: the President's weakness?

"...had the
president been
exposed to seri
ous danger (such
as a pretzel) the
EMTs would not
have been there
to save him."

"Let's make an
analogy, shall
we? Let's say
that Mr. Bush
represents the
entire motor
cade..."

office. Now, that ambulano
which represents the speed
crashes. And the mo torcadi
which represents Presic
Bush, continues on.
undoubtedly Mr. Bush
acquire a new ambulanc
new strategy to impr
his ratings during
emergency. Whether or
that ambulance will era
up to the actual actions ta
by Mr. Bush and ho\

"They seem
to be heading
somewhere, but
no one really
knows where
they are
heading...1

American people respond.
Finally, a Georgian mar
who tried to assassinate
President Bush and Georgia:
President Mikhail Saakashrli has begun his trial. In May
the two presidents were ad
dressing a rally of thousand?
in the Georgian Capital o:
Tbilisi from behind bullet
proof glass when Vladimir
Arutyunian, 27, threw a
grenade that landed about 3f'
meters away from the presi
dents. The grenade, however
apparently
malfunctioned
and did not explode. Mr.
Arutyunian admitted to the
fact that he had thrown the
grenade and said he would
try to kill Mr. Bush again if
he had the chance. Pardon
the non-humorous ending.
Till next time, that's whai
Dubya's been up to.
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Fear and Loathing on a
College Campus
Sex, Fried, and Videotape

ByMikey
Lifestyle Editor
Lifestyles

Before I start getting onto
the good stuff, I must make
a public apology to the
gardeners who were some
how offended in one of my
previous articles regarding
the trees around campus
that smell like bad sex. Ap
parently, when I stated that,
"Dear Mr. Gardener Man, if
you planted these sex trees
around campus, I hate you
and I hate your ass face,"
it was taken rather person
ally. Allow me to explain.
First, the "I hate you and I
hate your ass face" is a line
taken verbatim from a movie
called "Waiting for Guffman" by Christopher Guest,
a recommended
rental.
Second, it wasn't a personal
attack, because the last time
I checked, "Mr. Gardener
Man" is pretty non-specific.
Third, the "hate" from that
statement was not a personal
attack, it was in regards to
the fact that there are trees
around campus that smell
like, well*ass. Finally, I was
not taking away from your
job in any way; die work that
you do around campus is
much appreciated by the stu
dent body. I think that next
time I should offer a warning

with my article that
states, "Caution: This
Humor Article May
Perhaps Contain Some
Humor. Stop Taking It
So Seriously."
Ok, now that that
silly misunderstand
ing has been taken
care of, I can get on
to more important
things. Like making
you laugh.
Anyway, it was
brought to my atten
tion by one of my
good friends that
there is a strange phe
nomenon that takes
place every time you order

Now instead of
hilarity such as
listing that you
are "married" to
your roommate,
you can now
turn Facebook
into a game of
madlibs!
some fries at the Summit.
Now imagine this, when you
ask for an order of regular
fries in your To Go box, how
do you feel when you open it
up, start eating some of them,
only to find a lone curly fry
hiding beneath the oppres
sive regime of the regular
fries? Feels damn good. Feels
like you've found the Ark
of the Covenant doesn't it?
Now imagine the opposite,
you order your healthy plate
of curly fries, start munching
away only to find a regular
fry trying to blend in among
its deliciously seasoned
brethren. I mean, c'mon reg
ular fry, just be yourself. No
one's going to judge you.
Over Winter Break, Facebook implemented a whole

new feature to its ever-grow
ing repertoire. Now instead
of just having random people
as your friends on Facebook,
you can now label each
friend so everyone can see
how you know each other.
Now instead of hilarity such
as listing that you are "mar
ried" to your roommate, you
can now turn Facebook into
a game of madlibs! Just pick
random adjectives from the
dictionary and plug them in.
Imagine the possibilities! You
can say that you "hooked
up" with "Dave Pratt" and
it was "post modern" or you
hooked up with "Bob Saget"
and it was "colorful." You
know, I knew from the first
moment that this was going
to be more annoying and
as useless the poke feature.
I mean what the hell is the
poke feature even used for?
All it ends- up being is a re
petitive poke war. I swear
if Facebook was a little bit
more like real life, then it
should have come equipped
with a punch feature. I hate
the internet.

Activist John Morearty addresses people in WPC compliments of the Peace and Justice
Coalition

Continued from page 1
cial election last semester.
To satiate the curiosity of
yearning folk, these are sig
nals of Pacific's very own
Peace and Justice Coalition
making its progressive mark
here on campus!
The Peace and Justice
Coalition was created to
support social justice and to
raise awareness and activism
for human rights across the

globe. The club is very ver
satile when it comes to the
variety of issues they bring
to the campus. For example,
they've headlined a special
night where a human rights
activist spoke about her ex
periences in Haiti and the
violent turbulence the coun
try is currently undergoing.
The club also participated
in a landmark week where
Continued on Page 9

The Peace
and Justice
Coalition
invited
students,
faculty,
and people
from the
commu
nity to join
them to
hear John
Morearty.

Photograph by lina Brehmer
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next time you're told to
fill out an emergency
card for the fifth time,
go knock on Mayor
Chavez's door: it's Tiis
fault. Tonight, attend a
will reading.
Gemini 5/21-6/21

By Dan Cammarano

Astrological analyst

Aquarius 1/20-2/18

When you retired for
your long winter nap,
you had assumed that
all was well with your
classes. The stark spring
reality is that the Reg
istrar is out to get you.
Seek out the leader of
the listings and demand
satisfaction. Tonight, eat
Kosher.
Pisces 2/19-3/20

Few think of January
as a time to be thank
ful; however there is one
group with which you
must be satisfied. Your
professors may seem
less than intelligent at
times, but go to a crappier university and see
how they have it. Some
times genius comes with
insanity. Tonight, con
sider dropping a class.
Aries 3/21-4/19

After a long hiatus,
the mailroom is back up
and running for our resi
dent mail. Few know
the beautiful people
contained in the build
ing that is married with
physical plant. Take
time out of your day to
say hello and give them
a little kiss. Tonight,
brush your teeth twice.
Taurus 4/20-5/20

From time to time the
mighty bull may call
bull on their resident
assistants. What you
all must understand is
the RAs get their orders
form higher-ups. So

While the lure of the
pizza may call to you,
beware of the sweet and
sour chicken! Tomorrow
you will be called to by
the Clam Chowder- go
is a special treat tor all
eat out
sake!
Cancer 6/22-7/22

This week I will speak
to my Cancer friends
in Grace. This past
Sunday, your sleep was
cut short by the shrill
screams of the residents
of your neighboring
sororities. While anger
has set in, relax-it's one,
maybe two days a year.
Have a Twinkie and get
over it. Tonight, make a
rock garden.

thank your roommate
for something.
Libra 9/23-10/22

Oh Libra, your job se
curity is wilting, much
like the former women's
volleyball coach,
need to refocus your ef
forts of butt-kissing and
get off AIM long enough
to do your job. Tonight,
offer someone punch
anc* P*e'
anhi it lit
i^fsTeln a
j
week after such
a relaxing break. Take
time out "of your busy
homework schedule to
cut loose and knock a
few back. Just claim it's
someone's birthday and
watch the party-goers
flock. Tonight, put away
things that brealc easily.
Sagittarius 11/22-12/21

Welcome back
to
school, Sagittarius. Last
night the stars (well
one star at least) told me
you're going to have a
great semester. Watch
out for people who sped
their names in odd w a y Leo 7/23-8/22
and
all
u will
WU1 be well.
wtT" ToThe harsh valley winds anti?
nw rold
blow
cold on Parlfrr
Pacific this m&ht' sPeak Frenchweek. This is an Omen
Capricorn 12/22-1/19
for the Leo. Whether
Last year things did
you choose to slaughter
not
always go your wav
a Townhouse rat to apcosmos.
pease the weather gods with
™ the co
^os In
m oror
is
UB to vou I SUV vest
der
to
have
a
better
year,
is up to you. 1 suggest find
a Sagittarius and of
buymg a warmer coat, fer them something nice,
Tonight, wash your
like a back mb or swimhands.
ming lessons. Tonight,
play a little bluegrass.
Virgo 8/23-9/22
It is time once again
to think about who you
will put your Super
Bowl wager on. On
Join The
one hand, you have
a talent-less group of
hacks, the Steelers.
ican Staff;
On the other hand,
s How:
there is your alter
Call (209) 946-2115 or
native, the amazing
e-mail us at:
Seahawks. My un
biased opinion is to pacificaneditors@pacific.edu
put your cash on the
Positions availible:
Hawks; it the only ra
staff writer/ reporter,
tional idea. Tomght,
copy editor, advertising asst.
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The Hollencomium Music Reviews
bring to my attention the
new or old bands that you
would like reviewed. How
ever, I will be much happier
with you if you suggest inter
esting lesser-known bands,
or bands that do not receive
enough popular attention as
it is. Though, I will not feel
obligated to publish all of
your suggestions and opin
ions.
Richmond Hollen
Regarding my reviews,
Music Reviews
there will be a rating system
As a seasoned veteran of in place. This system will rate
listening — with an illustri catchiness and originality, as
ous twenty-one year career well as my personal opinion
of doing exactly that — it is of the overall quality of the
now my turn to do the talk song. All of these will be on a
ing and yours to do the 1-10 scale. To contact me with
nodding and smiling. This is any opinions or suggestions,
not however, your morning please email hollencomium®
Alpha-Bits notifying you of gmail.com.
a covert operation to stop all
1) So DJ Danger Mouse
milk production, but a con
cerned peer wanting to share was almost sued for making
his musical collection and this album. It's an amalga
wisdom with your budding mation of the vocals from
tastes. Over the course of the Jay-Z's The Black Album and
semester I will introduce you sampled songs from The Bea
to songs that aren't usually tles White Album, hence The
played on the radio and not Grey Album. Danger Mouse
did not have permission to
in the typical music library.
With this in mind, I will sample The Beatles' music.
say that your opinions and He initially got sued, the law
suggestions do matter, and suit was dropped, and now
it is your responsibility to he works for the recording

1)

2)

3)
4)

Artist

Album

Song

Genre

Catchiness

Origionality

Personal

DJ
Danger
Mouse

The Grey
Album

Moment of
Clarity

Hip-Hop/
Mash-up

7

8.5

5

Artist

Album

Song

Genre

Catchiness

Origionality

Personal

The
Beach
Boys/
Tinypixel

Hippo
camp
Ruins Pet
Sounds

Sloop John
B

Oldies
Remix

7

8

9

Artist

Album

Song

Genre

Catchiness

Origionality

Personal

The
Futureheads

The
Futureheads

Le Garage

New
Age/ Brit
Punk

8

8.5

9

Artist

Album

Song

Genre

Catchiness

Origionality

Personal

9

5

8

LCN
soundsystem

LCD
soundsystem
Disk 1

Tribulations

company that originally sued
him, EMI. This song features
the a cappella version of JayZ's song "Moment of Clar
ity" mashed with samples of
"Happiness Is A Warm Gun"
from The Beatles. The result
is a hip-hop song with flair
and an awesome visual of
The Beatles and Jay-z rockin'
out.

2)* Next,

Indie Pop

remixed existing songs,
Danger Mouse "mashed"
two sets of existing songs
together. There is no middle
ground regarding what the
Hippocamp artists have
done, you'll either love it or
hate it.

3)
^ t We

are going to
keep with the old meets
new theme, but this time
with a band that has been
able to combine the sound
from bands of extremely
different genres and time
periods in order to create
their own sound, rather
than directly sampling mu
sic that had already been
produced. The sound is a
fusion of Motown and new
age, and as a result, entirely

unique. The British quartet
does an excellent job of mix
ing these two distinctive
genres seamlessly.

4)

Breaking away from
the pattern with this one. LCD
Soundsystem put together a
great double disc album. An
electronic pop onslaught that
is just weird enough to keep
them off the radar. This song
in particular sounds like an
electronic version of The Kill
ers, but with more originality
and less eye make-up. Other
songs you may want to look
up are "Never as Tired When
I'm Waking Up" and "Thrills".
Both of these branch out a bit
from the familiar pop sound
on "Tribulations" and show
the diversity of songs on their
self-titled double-disc album.

another big
60's band, The Beach Boys,
recently modernized The
artists from the record label
Hippocamp
successfully
"ruined"
the greatest
album ever
(according
to
MOJO
Magazine).
Every song
on
the
Beach Boys
alition, however, welcomes
Continued from page 7
(Save up to $32)
Album, Pet
all walks of life that simply
Sounds, was
share
a passion for peace and
over six thousand screen
Purchase at the door
remixed by
a
restless
desire to support
ings across the globe pre
10 minutes before
Hippocamp,
human
equality,
regardless
miered the documentary
concert begins
who started
of
political
stance.
The club
Thursday, Feb. 2 at 8 p.m.
Walmart: The High Cost of
with the a
has
kick
started
the
second
Low Price. Both have had
Must show Student ID
Saturday, Feb. 4 at 6 p.m.
cappella
semester
with
a
screening
of
excellent turnouts from the
Atherton Auditorium
Elmar Oliveira, violin
versions,
Citizen
King,
a
documentary
on the San Joaquin
student body, as well as lo
just as Dan
Delta College campus
on Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Mendelssohn • The Hebrides (Fingals Cave)
cal Stockton residents.
ger Mouse
The
club
functions that premiered last Thursday
Bruch • Scottish Fantasy
did with his
Peter Jaffe,
through the Social Justice in the Wendell Phillips Center.
Satie/Debussy • Gymnopedies
Grey Album.
Music Director and
Community, and is also af It portrayed Dr. King in a very
Bernstein • West Side Story: Symphonic
The
main
'uctor
filiated with the Sacramento humanizing light, reminding
Dances
difference
chapter of the Progressive us all that we do not have to
Concert Sponsor: General Mills, Inc.
between
Guest Artist Sponsor: In honor of John Linley McCarthy's 85th birthday from his wife
Democrats of America. be Dr. King in order to bring
Guest Artist Media Sponsor: Capital Public Radio
Program subject to change
Hippocamp
Very recently, the club has change in this world. We as
and Danger
also been communicating human beings are the fuel
Mouse
is
with the Peace and Justice to keeping peace and justice
that
while
www.stocktonsymphony.org
Center here in Stockton. alive.
Hippocamp
The
Peace and Justice Co
HOP Pacifican 5" x 5"

Student Rush tickets
for Stockton Symphony

Best available seats!
Classics IV

' -•?

;

A Feast for the Ears!
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Pacific Baseball: 12 Games at local Ballpark
Mike Milleritk
Director of Athletic Media
Relations
STOCKTON, Calif. The
University has come to an
agreement with the City
of Stockton for the Pacific
baseball team to play its first
12 home games at Stockton
Ballpark.
Construction on Pacific's
Klein Family Field has been
delayed due to inclem
ent weather, which will
postpone the Tiger's home
opener until April 5 against
Stanford.
We have some tremen
dous opponents in the
package we are moving
there including UCLA, BYU,
California and 2005 College
World Series participant Or
egon State."
"When I received a call
from Lynn King about the
Pacific field delay, we were
happy to assist," said Mayor
Ed Chavez. "This is a good

use of the Ballpark - just ex
actly how we envisioned. It
is exciting for everyone and
cements the relationship
between Pacific and the com
munity."
"We're excited to play the
first part of our season at
Stockton Ballpark," said third
year Pacific Baseball Head
Coach Ed Sprague. "This is a
great chance for us to play in
one of the top minor league
parks in the country."
The ballpark is located
in downtown Stockton on
a Delta waterfront setting.
The Stockton Ports (Class
A affiliate of the Oakland
Athletics) play their 70 game
home schedule at Stockton
Ballpark. A natural grass
facility, the grass is a hybrid
blue grass on a combination
sand and clay soil. The play
ing field is approximately
eight feet below street level
with a unique asymmetrical
outfield wall. A small foul

Photographby Dan Cammarano

Stockton Ballpark, home for the Stockton Ports, will also be hosting Pacific baseball for the first part of the season.

territory down the lines, a
short porch to left field and a
radial arced fence protruding
in right field makes the park
a hitter's field.

Klein Family Field was
made possible by a gener
ous donation from the Klein
family. The Klein Family do
nation allowed the Tigers to

begin construction on a riev
baseball complex at the LTni
versity to be known as Klefi
Family Field. It is located a
the Pershing/Alpine Avenui
corner of campus. Klein Fam
ily Field will hold a capacib
of 2,500 spectators. The fielc
dimensions are 317 feet dovvi
the left field line, 380 feet a
the left field power alley, 39;
feet to straightaway cente
field, 367 feet at the righ
field power alley and 325 fee
down the right field line.

Photographby Dan Cammaranc

Plenty of seating: There are no bad seats at the Stockton Ballpark.

Men's basketball in Gray area

Pacific an identity with their
gritty play. Davis and Dou
game. Yet Pacific fans must one MVP with another. Dub- UC Riverside program en bley took games over late and
Arosh Scott Behnom
remember this is not the same ley followed in the footsteps tered Stockton, knowing not just with their scoring.
Sports Editor
In the world of athlet team of years past. "This year of his good friend and 2004 that beating Pacific could Both guards had a tendencv
ics, success and notoriety we have a completely differ Big West conference MVP give life to there otherwise of getting their teammates in
can bring forth an array of ent team so we don't really Miah Davis. Johnny Gray has horrific season. Riverside, volved and feeding the post
different tribulations and compare ourselves to teams become a quick learner in the like every other team Pacific with accurate passing. Both
obstacles. The Pacific bas from the past. But of course scheme of success here at Pa faces, knows about the suc where floor generals who did
ketball team is experiencing we want to make it to the cific. The success of the Tigers cess of the Tigers in recent the little things to control the
this hands-on. After two Big Dance and not making it relies heavily on their MVP years. Every team Pacific game and keep the intensitv
successful seasons, the bar would be a disappointment, guard play. Gray has accept plays is envious and will up. Gray possesses all these
has been set and anything but at the end of the season, if ed the challenge, keeping the come motivated to upset the but what puts him in the same
but advancing to the field we can look back and say we tradition alive. This is not to dynasty that is formulating category as Doubley and Da
of 32 in the biggest college did the best we could, then take anything away from the here in Stockton. It was a vis is Gray's shot selection.
tournament will be just short that is all we could ask for great post players, but the game to forget for the Tigers Davis and Doubley knew
of disappointing for the Pa and we will keep our heads heart of the recent success and a game that gave mean precisely when to pass it and
cific community. Success up high," said senior guard of the program belongs to ing to yet another unsuc when to throw up a three.
The greatness that Davis and
has a tendency of being an Johnny Gray
its guards. There is no doubt cessful season for Riverside. Doubley possess was deci
The Tigers lost four Christian Marakar is the face The irony is the Tigers were
Achilles' heel to mid major
starters
from last year's con of Pacific basketball and the coming off their most im sion making. Doubley and
programs like Pacific. The
ference
championship team best player to come out of the pressive win of the season, Davis completely understood
element of surprise and luck
to
graduation
but it is the Tiger program since Michael handing undefeated Texas the offense and could find or
are thrown out the window.
consistency,
depth
and bench Olowakandi. But it takes A&M their first loss, thanks create a mismatch with the
Pacific has become a house
play
of
the
2004-2005
Tiger more than just one superstar in large part to Johnny Gray game on the line. Gray is
hold name and getting used
starting to understand, as it is
team
that
has
been
hard
to re to carry a team to the field and his 28 points.
to watching the Tigers in the
place.
Also,
one
of
those
four
What made Miah Davis evident in his game and Gray
tournament yearly is what
of 32.
knows why. "Those two guys
senior
starters
was
the
league
Pacific fans desire.
Pacific should have and David Doubley special are like my mentors in a way.
MVP
in
David
Doubley
and
Pacific now wears a
learned a very valuable les can be seen in Johnny Gray.
bullseye and every team replacing an MVP is not easy, son in its first conference Both Davis and Doubley They helped me from day one
Pacific plays will try to use but coach Bob Thomason has game. At the time, the lowly carried themselves with a since I got to Pacific. I didn't
the Tigers as a statement found the solution. Replace one win and eleven losses swagger on the court, giving
See GRAY page 11

SPORTS
Bonds' Right Decision
The Pacifican

gynn Mathews

Columnist

On Monday morning
of this week, Barry Bonds
dedded not to play in the
World Baseball Classic this
rear due to personal rea
sons. The WBC is a new
event in its first year, and
it is being hosted by Major
League Baseball. Sixteen
countries are invited to play
in the event. The announce
ment comes just days after
a private conversation
between Felipe Alou and
Bonds, where Bonds plainly
told Alou that he did not
want to bat .in the second
spot because he was content
with batting fourth, as the
"clean-up" hitter.
"The timing is just not
right," Bonds mentioned
when talking by phone to
MLB.com. "I have too many
other responsibilities, too
many things I have to take
care of that are important
to me. I owe it to the city [of
San Francisco], my knee, my
team, the fans and my fam
ily. I have to put my greatest
effort right now into all of
that."
It is clear that Bonds is
really concerned about his
knee after coming out of
three surgeries in 2005. Last
season, Bonds only played
14 games, all in September,
and had only 36 appear
ances at the plate. Between
being walked 9 times, he
was able to produce 5 home
runs, making him just 6 shy
of equaling Babe "Bam
bino" Ruth's record of 714
home runs. All of this was
impressive for such a short
time played, but it was not
enough to chase down the
San Diego Padres, who won
the NL West title in 2005
with a .500 overall record.
Even though some may
criticize Bonds for not
honoring his invitation to
the WBC, it makes perfect
sense that he should sit it
out. Rumors are nothing
new to Bonds and the me
dia has noted that Bonds'
decision was based on the
tough drug test policy by
major league baseball. Barry
is going to turn 42 halfway
through the season and his
aging is a sign that he only

has a few seasons left in him.
It is important to him that he
focuses on what is most im
portant to him. Giants GM
Brian Sabean wishes for Bonds
to jay around 120 games this
seasori/ ancj hopes that he will
be a commanding force in
2006. Bonds will be sharing
the outfield with Randy Winn,
Moises Alou and Steve Finley.
"Skipper" Alou plans to ro
tate Finley with Bonds in left
field to ensure that he (Bonds)
gets enough rest throughout
the season. That is why he
will play around 120 games
instead of the complete 162
game season.
Team USA has a roster
wjth 52 players, which
jnciucies all-stars such as
Derek Jeter, Alex Rodriguez
and Rodger Clemens. Bonds
feels that he would be "taking
up space," as he continued to
mention in his conversation
with the MLB.com.
When it comes to the ques
tion of where Bonds will be
batting, Giants clubhouse
rumors say that Ray Durham
wishes to appear in the No. 1
spot; No. 2 should be reserved
for Omar Visquel because of
his command over the direc
tion of the ball and his high
on-base-percentage.
Alou
understands the importance
of the No. 4 spot and after
re-evaluation, he mentioned
that it should be reserved for
Bonds; it eliminates any pres
sure a younger player would
have in that spot (No. 4 is tra
ditionally reserved for the big
hitters and fan-getters). There
has been no word on where
new teammate Steve Finley
will appear in the lineup.
Bonds stated that he will be
at batting practice well before
Spring Training, and that his
health right now is number
one. The 2006 season starts in
April and should bring more
excitement to the plate with
Barry Bonds in perfect health,
rather than going home over a
possible career-ending injury
in the World Baseball Classic.
"My knee is the way my
knee is and the way it's always
going to be," Bonds said. "The
less stress on it the better it is.
That's what I'm going to start
finding out now: how much
stress I can put on to see what
^ aches ^ ins are d
r
00
tQ

From GRAY page 10

even play with Miah and
he is still helping me from
overseas. And playing with
Doub, he taught me things
that coaches can't teach. He
was the ultimate leader and
I can honestly say that he has
the most heart and courage I
have seen out of any guard I
have played with. So those
two guys have helped me so
much and they are continu
ing to do so while they play
overseas," said Gray.
Gray's numbers match
well with the top guards in
the Big West Conference but
what separates Gray, just
like what separated Davis
and Doubley, is a specific
statistic. Compared to other
top guards Gray is hands
down above the rest in field
goal percentage, just like
Davis and Doubley. Gray's
field goal percentage is an
unprecedented .503, which
is incredible for a guard
in any conference. Out of
the top tier guards in the
Big West, Ricky Porter,
who scorched Pacific for
40 points in the Riverside
win, is second with a .441
field goal percentage. Porter
is followed by preseason
all conference picks Bobby
Brown at .432 and Long
Beach States Jibril Hodges
with a .414 field goal per
centage. The numbers do
not stop there. Gray is 43 for
87 giving him a .494 3-point
field goal percentage. Out
of the top guards in the Big

West, only Bobby Brown is
over the 400 mark with a .402
3-point field goal percentage.
Gray takes accurate shots, not
missing nearly as many as
those who are perceived as
all-conference players in his
position. This is a tribute to
both Davis and Doubley, as
all three should take much
pride in this specific statistic.
AIL three guards took half the
shots but scored just as many
points as any other guard in
conference.
Gray gives Maraker anoth
er valuable option and add
Mike Webb and Mike White
to the bunch and you have a
solid inside outside presence.
The Webb factor has not fully
been displayed this seaso
n as it was in the first round
of the NCAA tournament last
year against Pittsburgh, but it
is only a matter of time before
Webb blows up. Webb is also
shooting a solid .417 from the
3-point field. White follows in
the footsteps of Tyler Newton
and Matt Kemper. A hard
working motor, who plays
bigger than he is.
Still, inconsistency has
plagued this team and Pacific
has looked lost at times. The
pressure has mounted for the
Tigers, as winning conference
championships has become
the norm at Pacific. "As a
team, I expect us to play at
a championship level every
night. So far this season we
have been somewhat incon
sistent. We have shown signs
of playing at that level from
time to time, but we have also
shown signs of not playing at
that level," said Gray. The in
consistency of the Tigers can

be attributed to many things,
but the talent is there.
With Irvine building a
three game lead and being
undefeated, three-peats look
dim but not yet out of the
question. Still, a conference
championship only gets you
to the tournament. What you
do in the tournament is what
truly matters and winning
the tournament is Pacific's
ultimate goal. With Gray
looking more like Miah Da
vis and David Doubley and
with Christian Marakar, this
year's Tigers have their su
perstars in place. But getting
to the round of 32- highly de
pends on athletic role players
like Anthony Brown, Steffan
Johnson and Anthony Esparza to be consistent and play
up to their potential, as all
three have shown glimpses
of superstardom.
The pieces are there for
a three-peat and with the
pressure mounting the true
character of this Tiger team
is about to start showing its
face. If Johnny Gray follows
in the footsteps of his men
tors and brings out the best
in his teammates, the legacy
will continue and a dynasty
will be born in Stockton.
Gray is already on the right
track. Asked about being
considered for the MVP, Gray
replied, "I don't pay attention
to that stuff. Christian is our
MVP anyway; he's our dou
ble double man. I just expect
myself to go out and play to
the best of my ability every
night, go all out." Maybe
Gray does not pay attention
but the Tiger fans sure do.

Photographby Dan Cammarano

Johnny Gray's perfect form has made his mid range game lethal.
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Clearwiree wireless high-speed internet is the easy way
to unlock all the possibilities of your computer.
You don't play outdated games, so why connect to the internet in an outdated way? Clearwire is the next generation

$1^99
Itmo
for the first
three months*
And FREE**
internet Security
Pius for 6 mo.,

a $30 value!

of high-speed internet service. It's wireless — all you need is our modem and a power outlet to connect anywhere in OLD
coverage area. Up to 25 times faster than dial-up, you get the speed you need for downloading music, video and photos.
No technician to wait for or software to download, just plug it in and you're online.

I

„

Sign up now to get Clearwire Internet Security Plus, including anti-spam, anti-virus,

v# IV? €3 I

firewall, parental controls and PC insurance FREE** for six months — a $30 value!

wif©lGSS broadband

Cad 866-785-9415, go to clearwire.com, or visit one of our authorized
retaii locations to get connected today. Hurry - offer ends February 28!

-Raguiar rat<?s j#oiy
Raqu&wi minimum service aamemeM, activation fee, and tease or purchase of customer equipment Service levels, Returns, and prices may vary by rate pian and service area and are subject to change
Without rota Cither testuctio is may apply; see www.etearwire.com. "Based on Security Pius package oast of $4.98 per month for six months. Certain limitations and restrictions apply. Regular rates apply after the first six months. You
can cancel security service at any time by calling Customer Care at'800-970-2641. Security service provided by an unaffiliated third party. Read terms at service carefully. ® Ciearwir® LLC 2006. AH rights reserved.

The Clearwire Store
Mall Kiosks

- Sherwood Mall - Stockton - (209) 951-9585*963 W. March Ln. - Stockton - (209) 922-0520

- Weberstown Mall - Stockton - (209) 473-3333*West Valley Mall - Tracy - (209) 298-4889

Authorized Retailers
Lathrop • PH02 WIRELESS - 945 Wynona Way Livermore* FRIENDLY ENTERPRISES -

(209) 251-9915

4777 Bennett Dr., Unit D (925) 294-4100

Lodi'CENTRAL VALLEY INTERNET EXCHANGE

- 215 W. Oak St., Ste 1 - (209) 339-8914*0&G COMPUTER - 420 W Pine St., Ste 6 - (209) 334-0490
GOLD COAST WIRELESS - 1721 S. Cherokee Ln., Ste. 2 - (209) 339-1331 • MONSTER HOME THEATER - 136 Commerce St., Ste. 103A - (209) 334-4668
VIEWPOINT COMMUNICATIONS/LODINET - 1209 W. Tokay, Ste. 11 - (209) 339-7130

Manteca*CELLULARWORKZ -

315 N. Main St - (209) 825-S574*CITY CEL WIRELESS - 1166 N. Main St. - (209) 825-7417*SERV3 - 162 W Center St

Ripon*HEIDA COMPUTERS

(209) 824-002',

- 467 N, Wilma Ave., Ste 8 - (209) 599-1500

StOCktOn*BEST PC

VALUE - 2005 Pacific Ave. - (209) 469-2500*CELLULAR SOLUTIONS FOR YOU, INC. - 6860 Pacific Ave - (209) 473-3333
COMPUTER LINK - 4343 Pacific Ave, Ste. E2 - (209) 474-0530'COMPUTER XP - 2233 Grand Canal Btvd , Ste. 203 - (209) 954-9200
DELTA WIRELESS SOLUTIONS - 1830 Field Ave. - (209) 948-9611 • LEGACY, INC. - 526 W Benjamin Holt Dr., Ste. A - (209) 481-8066
PC CLUB - 6017 Pacific Ave. - (209) 957-8808• QUALITY COMPUTERS - (209) 918-8851• RALPH'S COMPUTERS - 429 East March Ln - (209) 957-5555
VALLEY RECEPTION - 2560 Teepee Dr., Unit D - (209) 547-9909* UPS STORE - 3499 Brookside Dr. - (209) 474-7821
WAREHOUSE CAR STEREO - 7227 Pacific Ave., Ste. 1 - (209) 474-1774
Tracy *CELLULARWORKZ - 2 W. 11th St. - (209) 834-1052*LMV COMPUTERS - 122 E. 10th St. - (209) 832-5376

